The Sandbox Blog Recap - 8/11/08 - By Intern Pam

6am

Charlie is the luckiest man ever. His wife’s sister’s uncle’s second cousin’s nana’s wedding in Maine didn’t stop him from missing the NIN concert.

The game this morning is Are You Better Than The Sandbox? Listeners try to “hit the post”. It is harder than it sounds, but it wins a listener a ridiculous collection of prizes.

Henry is out today, Fletcher tries his best to fill the void left in news. The city of Worcester is letting people vote at grocery stores. Clean, good lighting, and with handicap access, will Nana be able to handle this? Or will she be trying to vote in the self checkout?

Pop Trash is all about death with Bernie Mac and Isaac Hayes. Death comes in threes. Who is next? Cosby? Or will that curse be combined with the curse of the Dark Knight and take Freeman?

7am

What’s On the Internets?
Fletcher puts away the pop trash and goes politics with procon.org. Charlie likes to check out forever ago websites with archive.org. Turns out you can find forever ago live performances too.

Ed dives into the Christian Bale Batman voice debate with a video mocking Bale’s throat cancer sounds.

The Sandbox discusses Rockin’ The Suburbs Episode I. Should they do it up Star Wars style and start with Episode IV? Either way, Episode V will be best because Ed loves Star Wars and Empire was the best.

Ed covers the Olympics and it is agreed that there is no excuse for the US basketball team to ever lose. Charlie’s question is “Who is the black guy playing for Russia?” “Who called in the ringer?” Turns out JR Holden was born in Pittsburg and is now a naturalized citizen of Russia.

On the phone with CHEECH AND CHONG? What, huh? They talk about their reunion tour, and how they fit in to the most recent string of pot in pop culture.

Fletcher calls out to the listeners for words to the Olympic theme song. He also hates politicians putting things on tables, and Deval Patrick is not going to raise taxes.

8am

MRTPQ – Corporations are getting their paws into the music world. Does it bother you when your favorite artist sells out? Nike deals? Commercials? Or just
actually having a real album? Charlie says if you do it to pay the bills, it's all good.

Does it destroy what is great? Kevin had a good rule: If you make 2 albums true to your roots then make whatever you want because you have a decent run.

We are on Hollywood death watch. Dawn Yanek of “Life and Style” doesn’t like to speculate as to who will die next. The Sandbox is a bit confused by Clay Aiken’s turkey baster baby and his relationship with the baby mama. The FBI is in the midst of an investigation that may have agents happening upon nude photos of Anne Hathaway.

In news John Edwards admits to an affair and says he is the only one to blame, no one else. Way to state to obvious or as Charlie says, “I’m the only one attached to my penis last time I checked”. Ed then wonders why Edwards didn’t do it up right and go for one of the hot young volunteers.

9am

Fletcher reviews “Ashley Paige Bikini or Bust”. She is a Swimwear designer and her mother talks to the dog about Ashley freezing her eggs. Fletcher gives it a D–.

Big Jim fights back against The Sandbox talking about his heroin problem by outing The Sandbox as conservative McCain supporting pro-lifers.

On The WTF line Ed gets challenged to a cage match to the death and Big Jim calls in, not sober, to give his lessons from the weekend. We get a call that we can understand what with all the bleeps, and an Alkaline Trio remake makes Ed spit water.

The finisher is an F Big Jim song from The Hern Dizzle. Rap, profanity and hate. Well done Hern Dizzle.
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Are you guys gonna post the audio for pop trash? And maybe Fletcher’s review??
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Stacey Sox said:

Fletcher goes political? What did he say? Where’s the audio? Where’s the podcast? It’s been two weeks.
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